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The presence of various mechanisms of non-genetic inheritance is one of the main problems for current evolutionary theory according to several critics. Sufficient empirical and conceptual reasons exist to take this claim seriously, but there is little consensus on the implications of multiple inheritance systems for evolutionary processes. Here we use the Price Equation as a starting point for a discussion of the differences between four recently proposed categories of inheritance systems; genetic, epigenetic, behavioral and symbolic. Specifically, we address how the components of the Price Equation encompass different non-genetic systems of inheritance in an attempt to clarify how the different systems are conceptually related. We conclude that the four classes of inheritance systems do not form distinct clusters with respect to their effect on the rate and direction of phenotypic change from one generation to the next in the absence or presence of selection. Instead, our analyses suggest that different inheritance systems can share features that are conceptually very similar, but that their implications for adaptive evolution nevertheless differ substantially as a result of differences in their ability to couple selection and inheritance.
OPEN ACCESS -Freely Available at philosophyandtheoryinbiology.org evolutionary theory. In this paper, we explore to what extent the Price Equation can help us conceptualize differences between inheritance systems and illustrate their effects on the rate and direction of phenotypic change.
Systems of Inheritance
In a biological context, inheritance describes the processes that cause reliable recurrence of phenotypic traits within lineages (Mameli 2005) . Despite the fact that the theory of evolution by natural selection was conceived in the absence of empirical knowledge about the mechanism of inheritance, inheritance is a central concept in evolutionary theory (Mameli 2005; Mayr 1982) . With the development of the Modern Synthesis, inheritance has become almost synonymous with the transmission of genetic material from parents to offspring (Mayr 1982; Sarkar 2006) . In other words, both stability of phenotypic traits across generations within lineages and consistent differences between lineages have their origin in the genome (Mameli 2004 (Mameli , 2005 . Nevertheless, it is quite obvious that there is more to inheritance than transgenerational transmission of genetic material (Badyaev and Uller 2009; Boyd and Richerson 1985; CavalliSforza and Feldman 1981; Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Oyama et al. 2001) . For example, we are all familiar with several types of non-genetic inheritance, such as cultural inheritance of social status and wealth, and similar types of trans-generational transmission of resources occur also in nonhuman animals (Avital and Jablonka 2000) . In addition, cultural phenotypes need not be inherited from the biological parents, but through horizontal transmission from other members of the population (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981) . Importantly, several authors have claimed that the presence of non-genetic inheritance not only questions the prevailing description of trans-generational stability of phenotype, but also that it has implications for our understanding of the process of evolution itself (Badyaev and Uller 2009; Boyd and Richerson 1985; Lamb 1995, 2005; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Oyama et al. 2001) .
In a forceful argument for the developmental and evolutionary importance of extended inheritance, Jablonka and Lamb (2005) recently proposed a separation of inheritance systems ('dimensions') into four different classes: genetic, epigenetic, behavioral, and symbolic inheritance. This classification seems to have been largely accepted and quite influential, but it is unclear whether it captures the importance of extended inheritance for evolutionary processes. Our aim here is therefore to attempt to conceptually unify different inheritance systems under the framework of the Price Equation. We briefly summarize the four inheritance systems as classified by Jablonka and Lamb before addressing whether the Price Equation can help us understand how they are related conceptually to each other and to other frameworks where non-genetic inheritance has been considered.
Genetic inheritance
Genetic inheritance, which lies at the heart of the Modern Synthesis (Mayr and Provine 1980) , is based on transmission of genetic material (i.e., DNA) from parents to offspring and occurs in all organisms (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995) . The relationship between genotype and phenotype under genetic inheritance may be complex due to, for example, epistatic effects, phenotypic plasticity or indirect genetic effects (Pigliucci 2001; Wolf et al. 1998; Wolf et al. 2000) . Nevertheless, in the absence of other means of transmission of form, recurrence of phenotypes across generations within lineages and consistent differences between lineages can indeed be traced back to the genome and adaptive evolution can therefore be described as changes in gene frequencies. Origin of novel phenotypes relies upon mutation, recombination, and the fusion of genetic material from different individuals through, for example, sexual reproduction (Futuyma 2005) . While most of the Modern Synthesis is built on vertical transmission, genetic material can also be transmitted horizontally (Ochman et al. 2000) . Furthermore, instead of occurring completely at random, mutation in micro-organisms may be induced by external conditions (Bjedov et al. 2003; Ochman et al. 2000; Tenaillon et al. 2004 ) and perhaps target certain parts of the genome and thereby cause some form of directionality (Caporale 2000) . Both of these possibilities call for extending the Modern Synthesis view of genetic inheritance (Jablonka and Lamb 2005) .
Epigenetic inheritance
Epigenetic inheritance is a very broad term that essentially includes many different phenomena both between cell generations during individual development, and between phenotypes across generations of individuals (Jablonka and Lamb 1995) . Here we are concerned with cellular epigenetic inheritance, defined as transmission from mother cell to daughter cell of variations that are not the result of DNA differences (Jablonka and Raz 2009 ). Below, we will further restrict our discussion to cellular epigenetic inheritance across generations via meiotic divisions in multicellular organisms. For example, eukaryotic genomes are modified by structures (chromatin marks, e.g., methylation patterns) that affect gene expression and variation in chromatin marks can lead to large phenotypic variation (Allis et al. 2007; Rando and Verstrepen 2007) . One of the most interesting features of epigenetic inheritance is that changes in chromatin marks can be induced by environmental conditions (e.g., via exposure to chemicals) and be transferred to the offspring (Crews et al. 2007; Molinier et al. 2006; Rando and Verstrepen 2007; Richards 2006 ). Thus, they provide an opportunity for environmentally induced phenotypic changes to reoccur in future generations in the absence of genetic change. A classic example of epigenetic inheritance is coat color in mice, where variation in methylation patterns of a mutated part of the DNA gives rise to variation in coat colors that are stably inherited by the offspring in the absence of genetic variation (Morgan et al. 1999) . Similar phenomena have also been described in plants (Cubas et al. 1999; Martienssen and Colot 2001; Rapp and Wendel 2005) . The stability of epigenetic inheritance in natural populations is still unknown, as is the importance of environmental conditions for maintenance of chromatin marks across generations (Bossdorf et al. 2008; Richards 2006 ).
Behavioral inheritance
The behavioral inheritance system is defined as the transmission of a phenotype across generations that involve interactions with other individuals (Jablonka and Lamb 2005) . While this definition potentially covers several diverse phenomena involved in cultural evolution and social learning (see below, Section 4.5: Avital and Jablonka 2000; Boyd and Richerson 1985; Boyd and Richerson 2005; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981; Franz and Nunn 2009; Laland 2004 ), Jablonka and Lamb (2005) recognize three different mechanisms. The first refers to the case where development of offspring traits are affected by maternal transfer of non-nucleic acid substances, such as when maternal diet during lactation influences the development of food preferences in the offspring (Bilkó et al. 1994) . The second refers to learning from other individuals via imitation. The third, non-imitative learning, is similar to the second, but in this case there is no direct imitation involved and trait recurrence is enabled via trial and error; the trials themselves are stimulated by observation of other individuals. For example, bumblebees learn how to rob nectar by biting through the base of the flower when they forage on flowers which have been robbed by other bumblebees (Leadbeater and Chittka 2008) . An important distinction between the first versus the second and third is that the latter two can occur horizontally, whereas the former relies upon a more or less intimate parent-offspring relationship. While Jablonka and Lamb (2005) discuss horizontal transmission mainly in terms of learning, there are also other cultural phenomena that lead to horizontal transmission of traits, including coercive and conformist strategies Richerson 1985, 2005; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981; Ehrlich and Levin 2005; Henrich and Boyd 1998 ).
Symbolic inheritance
The final class of inheritance mechanisms identified by Jablonka and Lamb is symbolic inheritance. This includes language and cultural practices that transfer from an individual to another through the use of symbols and are therefore not fully captured under the behavioral inheritance system tag. The most important features of this inheritance system that sets it apart from the other is that symbolic inheritance allows for: (a) latency, i.e., acquisition of traits from a larger array than just those present in the individuals of the parental generation through the existence of symbolic instructions; (b) the transmission of traits without the individuals themselves interacting; and, (c) inherited instructions to be "planned and constructed" (Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995) .
Implications of Different Inheritance Systems for Evolutionary Theory
Some claim that the presence of multiple modes of inheritance poses a significant threat to current evolutionary thought (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Jablonka and Raz 2009; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Varmuza 2003) . For our purposes, it is useful to split these challenges into two. First is the challenge to the traditional view from molecular genetics that only nucleic acids transmit information between generations (Crick 1970) . It is clear from the ample literature on cultural and epigenetic inheritance that this challenge is justified (see above). Second, there is the challenge that nongenetic inheritance would force a revision of evolutionary theory (Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Pigliucci 2007 ). The latter challenge does not necessarily follow from the former. Several authors (e.g., Gorelick and Laubichler 2008; Haig 2007) , have pointed out that the foundations of the Modern Synthesis in the works of Fisher, Wright, and others, were constructed without detailed information on the substance of hereditary material (see also Mayr 1982; Provine 2001) . Thus, as long as offspring inherit determinants of phenotype and fitness from their parents, the theoretical basis of the Modern Synthesis is not dependent on a specific kind of hereditary material, such as DNA.
The extent of the latter challenge is yet to be fully assessed (Pigliucci 2007) . We admit there are several ways, described in a large body of literature, in which different means of inheritance could affect evolutionary processes (for recent treatments see, e.g., Feldman and Laland 1996; Lamb 1995, 2005; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Oyama et al. 2001; Weber and Depew 2003) . Some of these are only indirectly linked to the direct effect of trait transmission across consecutive generations. For example, the presence of behavioral and symbolic inheritance systems could significantly change the conditions, and thereby selective regimes, for future generations (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Weber and Depew 2003) . However, since inheritance specifically refers to means of recurrence of phenotypes across generations, a more direct way in which inheritance systems could differ would be in their effect on the rate and direction of short term evolutionary change in the presence or absence of selection. Here we are concerned with describing short term changes in a population with respect to an optimal phenotype, the domain where Modern Synthesis is at its strongest (Rice 2004) , and less with evolution on longer time scales. We try to assess evolutionary implications of different inheritance mechanisms by integrating them into mainstream evolutionary theory. More specifically, we explore to what extent a general mathematical formulation of evolutionary change, known as the Price Equation (Frank 1995; Gardner 2008; Price 1970 Price , 1972 , can assist in highlighting differences and similarities between inheritance systems described above and show how they are conceptually related.
The Price Equation and Evolutionary Change
The Price Equation is a mathematical statement that describes the change in a character, z, from one generation to another (Price 1970 ). It does not rely upon any biological assumptions and is therefore completely general. Several recent works give excellent introductions to the derivation of the equation and its interpretation (Frank 1998; Gardner 2008; Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 2009; Okasha 2006; Rice 2004) . In its most common form, the equation is given in the form (3.1) wΔz = Cov(wi, zi) + E(wiΔzi) Where, w is the population average of absolute fitness, Δz is the change in the population average of a trait, and wi and zi are fitness and trait value of individual i, respectively. The first part of the right-hand side, the covariance between fitness and trait value, can be interpreted as the change in phenotypic value as a result of selection. For example, when the covariance is positive, individuals with larger z have higher survival and/or produce more offspring than individuals with smaller z. The second part of the right hand size is the expected value of the product of fitness and the average difference between parent and offspring in the absence of selection, i.e., the transmission bias or fidelity (Frank 1995; Okasha 2006) . This transmission term describes (statistically) the extent to which offspring of a parent with trait value zi exhibit the same trait value. The closer Δzi is to zero the more faithfully the character value is transmitted between parents and offspring. Any systematic bias or noise in the transmission of traits between generations will therefore enter this term.
Given that the individuals of equation 3.1 are arbitrary units, they can also represent social groups. Thus, equation 3.1 can be expanded into (3.2) wΔz = Cov (wi, zi) + E{Cov(wij, zij) + E(wijΔzij)} where i now denotes groups of individuals j. This expanded form consists of the first covariation term describing change due to selection among groups (or differences in mean fitness among groups), the expectation of total change, partitioned into a covariance term describing selection within groups (differences in fitness within groups), and the transmission effects within groups. Most often these groupings have been used in describing selection in a hierarchical setting (Frank 1998; Okasha 2006 ), but we use the grouping more generally to describe any within population variation in effects of environment on either selection or transmission of traits (see below).
Equation 3.1 can also be modified by dividing both sides with w, which generates
Where Cov(ωi, zi) is the covariance between parent trait and the relative fitness and Eωι(Δzi) is the fitnessweighed average of Δzi, the difference between trait of the parent, and the mean trait of the offspring of parent i. The difference from equation 3.1 is that now all fitnesses are relative, ωi, instead of absolute, wi. There are several useful ways of further transforming the Price Equation. Below, we are mainly building our conceptualization on a partition presented by Okasha (2006) that decomposes change in population mean into three components.
The first term on the right hand side consists of h, the slope of the parent-offspring regression (or midparent offspring regression in the case of sexual reproduction ; Okasha 2006) or the heritability of the trait value and the covariation between fitness and trait value of parental individual i, i.e., the selection differential. This first term is thus the well known breeder's equation (Falconer and Mackay 1996; Lynch and Walsh 1998) : the change in population mean due to variation in parent fitness and the similarity between parents and offspring. The second term represents the change that is independent of fitness differences such as systematic change due to environmental differences or non-Mendelian genetics (Okasha 2006) . The third term consists of the covariance between fitness of an individual in the parent generation and the residuals of the parent-offspring regression. The last two terms are usually thought to be unimportant for adaptive evolutionary change, and dropped in most population genetic approaches. Equation 3.3 can be expanded to include groupings just as in equation 3.1.
In evolutionary biology the Price Equation has mainly been used in the context of genetically inherited traits with simple underlying genetics. For example, applications of the equation have proved very successful for unifying theories of social evolution (Frank 1998; Okasha 2006) , and for interpreting Fisher's fundamental theorem of natural selection (Frank 1997; Okasha 2006) . Other recent applications include epidemiology and community ecology (summarized in Gardner 2008; Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 2009 ). However, its generality makes it an ideal starting point for clarifying differences between systems of inheritance.
Our aim here is to use the Price Equation to conceptualize differences and similarities between the four classes of inheritance described by Jablonka and Lamb (2005) . Based on this analysis, we propose a novel framework and use this as a discussion for the potential implications of different inheritance systems for the rate and direction of evolutionary change. We emphasize that our ambition here is only to outline the basic differences and similarities between inheritance systems using the Price Equation and introduce it as an interpretative framework for future work. We do not aim to theoretically model, or review models of, specific scenarios that may require more explicit mathematical approaches, and will always be sensitive to further assumptions that could differ within and between inheritance systems (see Lehmann 2007 and for recent examples).
Systems of Inheritance and the Price Equation
We proceed by building simple verbal examples to assess how different modes of inheritance may change direction and rate of phenotypic change in a population compared to a baseline of Modern Synthesis genetic inheritance, as captured in the breeder's equation; in terms of the Price Equation Δz = h Cov(ωi, zi). (These different types of inheritance are schematically represented in Figure 1A -H.) Under the reasonable assumption that inheritance mechanisms do not affect selection (i.e., the covariation of trait value and fitness in the current generation) on the time scale of a single generation, any differences must arise through effects on transmission (selection can of course result in changes in the covariance of fitness and trait value in future generations; Frank 1995) . From equation 3.4 it is evident that if selection remains unchanged, there are two other factors that affect evolutionary change. First is the heritability of traits that affects the response to selection and second is biases in transmission of traits from one generation to the next. Throughout, we refer to parents and offspring in their biological meaning and evolution as changes in phenotypes from the parental generation to the offspring generation. An alternative partitioning of the Price Equation has been recently proposed by Kerr and Godfrey-Smith (Godfrey-Smith 2009; Kerr and GodfreySmith 2009 ). Their approach looks at coancestry from the perspective of the transmitted trait, and sees "parentage" as the link between individuals who acquire traits, and the sources of these traits, whether there are pedigree links or not. While it is clear that this approach is a useful way of addressing evolutionary change in ways other partitions do not allow, we maintain our perspective since it allows easy comparison to the breeder's equation and the classification of inheritance systems according to Jablonka and Lamb (2005) .
Genetic inheritance: the traditional view
Because parents and offspring share genes underlying trait values, parents and offspring are more similar to each other than individuals in the population are on average. Under genetic inheritance the direction of non-random change is affected by selection ( Figure 1A ), i.e. the covariance of fitness and phenotype or Cov (ωi, zi) in equation 3.4. The magnitude of change due to selection depends on the heritability (h in equation 3.4) and a weak correlation between parent i and offspring genotypes i' may hinder evolutionary change even if selection is strong. This is the left hand column in Table 1 ; the baseline to which other inheritance mechanisms will be compared. For handling complexities in the Price Equation arising from sexual reproduction, such as allelic dominance effects, see Rice (2004) and Heywood (2005) .
Under vertical genetic transmission, additive genetic variance underlying the trait, and a population without group structuring, the second right hand term in equation 3.4 [E(Δzi)] does not affect the direction of evolutionary change in a single generation in a systematic way, even if chance events such as drift and mutation occur. This is because mutations occur at random ( Figure 1B ) and their effect on the population trait mean will average out in a large population. Transmission is therefore unbiased with regards to trait value and its fitness effect. If we also make the reasonable assumption that the third right hand term in equation 3.4 [Cov(ωi, e)] is zero under genetic inheritance, similarity of trait values between parent and offspring does not depend on the trait value itself, or its covariation with fitness, and all directional change will be due to selection. However, predictable single generation changes in the trait value are possible if the genetic architecture of the trait is complex (Heywood 2005) , or if not all phenotypic effects of mutations are equally likely, again depending on the genetic architecture of the trait.
Group structures may have important implications for evolution under genetic inheritance for at least two reasons. First, the optimal phenotype (i.e., direction of selection) in group structured populations depends on group composition, as formulated in inclusive fitness theory (e.g., Frank 1998; equation 3.2). Second, the phenotype of an individual may depend not only on the genes inherited from parents of the individual, but also on genes of other individuals in the group through indirect genetic effects (Wolf et al. 1998) . Third, the environment may influence the response to selection by causing changes in the proportion of variance explained by additive genetic and environmental effects (Hoffmann and Merilä 1999) . Such effects affect the narrow-sense heritability of a trait (h in equation 3.4) and can be conceptualized as groupspecific transmission biases.
Genetic inheritance: horizontal transmission
In terms of the Price Theorem, horizontal transmission of genetic material decreases similarity of parents and offspring, because genetic material can be acquired from other individuals in the population ( Figure 1C) . Implications of horizontal transfer on the direction and rate of evolutionary change depend on the nature of transfer. At its simplest, horizontal transmission of genetic material has no other effect than decreasing the similarity (h) of trait values between parent and offspring, compared to strict vertical transmission (Table 1 ). All else being equal, this makes the response to selection smaller and thus affects the rate but not the direction of phenotypic change, and may induce a random change in the population by making the expectation of offspring trait value deviate from the parental value (Table 1) . If the deviation is random, horizontal transmission is conceptually similar to random mutation above, i.e. it induces change that is blind with respect to trait value and fitness effect. Thus, it does not systematically affect the direction A: Genetic vertical transmission with perfect transmission fidelity Trait x has higher fitness than y (more offspring), and since each of these also carries phenotype x, x increases in frequency due to selection. B: Genetic vertical transmission with random mutation Trait x has higher fitness than y (more offspring), but trait z appears in population due to a random mutation in offspring of x (marked with *). The mutation lowers transmission fidelity, and hinders response to selection. The mutant phenotype increases in frequency through transmission. C: Genetic horizontal acquisition, no selection Individuals acquire genetic material from the most common phenotype in their group (x in upper, y in lower) and common phenotypes increase in frequency due to a systematic transmission bias. Applies also to imitative and non-imitative acquisition in cases where acquisition is not fitness biased (panel G). D: Genetic inheritance with vertical transmission and induced mutation Individuals in the upper group mutate randomly, which changes the population phenotype in a random direction. In the lower group, the environment does not induce mutations, and transmission fidelity remains high. E: Environmental induction of traits Environment of the upper group induces trait x in the parent, which is transmitted to offspring irrespective of their future environment. Applies to epigenetic variants, behavior inducing substances, and parental effects with the difference that under the two latter the induced trait does not necessarily appear in the parent, but possibly only in the offspring, marked with the + sign. The induced phenotype increases in frequency through transmission.
F: Environmental induction of a trait, a positive fitness effect
The environment of the upper group induces trait x in the parent, that confers a fitness benefit to the parent and is transmitted to offspring, and confers a fitness benefit to offspring living in the same environment. As in panel E, this applies also to behavior inducing substances and parental effects. Induced trait increases in frequency through selection and transmission. G: Imitative or non-imitative horizontal acquisition Individuals acquire a phenotype by copying from the fittest phenotype in their group (x in upper, y in lower); fitter phenotypes increase in frequency through transmission. H: Symbolic acquisition from an external source Individuals in the offspring generation acquire a phenotype from an environment specific external "instruction" with a fitness benefit in the same environment. Fitter phenotypes increase in frequency through transmission.
of evolutionary change through a transmission bias [E(Δzi)], but by weakening similarity between offspring and parents it may reduce the response to selection.
However, horizontal transmission of genetic material can be more complex and transmission can be biased in ways that affect direction and rate of phenotypic change (Table 1; Figure 1C ). For example, if not all genotypes are transmitted at the same rate, the probability of horizontal acquisition could be biased towards certain genotypes, which become more and more common. Thus, predictable directional change without selection is a relevant possibility, and whether this change increases the fitness of individuals depends on whether the commonly acquired traits are the ones with positive fitness effects. Finally, since individuals may acquire genes from other individuals in the population than their biological parents, offspring trait values must be greatly affected by the potential pool of non-parental "donor" individuals. Cov(wi, zi) no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect 
Induced mutation
Similar to "normal" chance mutation and unbiased horizontal transmission, mutation induced by environmental conditions does not affect the direction of change in the population towards or away from more fit phenotypes, but since it weakens the parent-offspring correlation, it may slow down the response to selection (Table 1) . This is true as long as the effects of mutations on the trait value are not biased with respect to fitness effects of the traits.
If not all individuals in the population experience the inducing conditions, the transmission effects [E (Δzi)] can be group specific ( Figure 1D ), and incorporated into the expanded form of the theorem with different groups (Table 1) . Induced mutations are unlikely to affect the covariance between fitness and error in phenotype inheritance Cov(ωi, e). Thus, also under induced mutation, directional, predictable change in population is likely to be due to selection only.
Epigenetic inheritance
Epigenetic inheritance has a dual effect on evolutionary change over a single generation. First, epigenetic inheritance decreases h, the similarity between parent (the trait value of the parent before environmental induction of the epigenetic variant) and offspring phenotype, and thus can reduce the phenotypic response to selection (Table 1) . Second, epigenetic variants cause a change in the population due to transmission biases [E(Δzi)] (Table 1) . This is because the parental phenotype or grouping of phenotypes may have specific effects on the offspring phenotype. Phenotypic variants induced by the parental environment ( Figures 1E, F) can be incorporated into an expanded form of the Price Equation as transmission biases based on grouping of parents of individuals according to their environment. This is similar to induced mutation above and therefore classified together in Table 1 . However, in the previous case, a mutation-inducing environment causes offspring with induced mutation change in a random direction. In the case of epigenetic variants, environment-specific variants are likely (Jablonka and Lamb 1995) , in which case the Price Equation needs to be expanded to incorporate group specific transmission biases.
As above, under epigenetic inheritance it is difficult to see a biological scenario where epigenetic effects would lead to the term Cov(ωi, e) being different from zero. Thus, non-random change across two generations will be determined by the combined effects of selection and biased transmission. If epigenetic variants that are transmitted are the ones with positive fitness effects, epigenetic inheritance may augment the change due to selection, and increase the rate of adaptive evolutionary change in the population. Furthermore, similar to horizontal transmission of traits, directional change in a single generation is possible in the absence of a response to selection in the traditional sense.
Inherited epigenetic variants are conceptually very similar to maternal effects (Figures 1E, F; Badyaev and Uller 2009; Mousseau and Fox 1998; Uller 2008) . In both, the phenotype or environment (grouping) of the parent affects the phenotype of the offspring in a way that is not explained by genetic change, and this can either enhance offspring fitness (e.g., via adaptive maternal effects; Figure 1H ) or impede it (e.g., by the effects of poor maternal condition on offspring traits; Marshall and Uller 2007; Uller 2008) . As with maternal effects more generally, epigenetic variants may be inherited over multiple generations even if the inducing environment changes, i.e., a trait induced by environment of a grandparent can be present in grand offspring even if the intermediate parent did not experience the inducing conditions (Morgan et al. 1999 ). In such cases, the inherited epigenetic variants may behave like genetic variants under vertical transmission.
Behavioral Inheritance
In Jablonka and Lamb's classification, behavioral inheritance can occur through three distinct routes, each conceptually quite different, so we will deal with them separately.
Inheritance through behavior inducing substances: This class of inheritance is qualitatively similar to epigenetic inheritance or maternal effects above (Figures 1E, F) . Induction of variants may weaken the correlation between parent and offspring genotypes because a parent may transmit a trait she did not have originally, and thus reduce the magnitude of the change due to selection (Table 1) . However, there may be directional changes due to biased transmission, which again can differ between groups in different environments (Table 1) .
Imitative social learning: In this class of behavioral inheritance individuals acquire traits from any other individual in the population, not necessarily parents (Avital and Jablonka 2000; Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Shea 2009 ). This allows a great degree of horizontal transmission ( Figures 1C, G) . As with horizontal transfer of genetic material above, this decreases similarity of parents and offspring and, as a consequence, the response to selection. As with maternal effects, transmission of traits may be biased towards certain trait values, e.g., due to their fitness effects ( Figure 1G ), or other effects the learning individual may observe or assess (e.g., Richerson and Boyd 2005) . These effects are unlikely to work through Cov(ωi, e), so the Price Equation needs to be expanded by incorporating different types of trait acquisition into the term E(Δzi). Through such effects, the population may undergo evolutionary change, even if there is no selection (see, e.g., ). Similar to the horizontal transfer of genes, the evolutionary change due to transmission depends on the directionality of transfer, such as whether transmission is biased towards trait values with positive fitness effects, which would mean that change due to transmission coincides with the response due to selection.
Non-imitative social learning: Though mechanistically different, this class of inheritance is very similar to imitative social learning in a qualitative sense (Figures 1C, G ; Table 1) , and analogous to other forms of horizontal acquisition of phenotypes which do not necessarily involve learning (Ehrlich and Levin 2005; Henrich and Boyd 1998; Richerson and Boyd 2005) . The important factors are the group structures that determine the range of traits an individual may potentially acquire and the possibility of horizontal transmission, potentially with transmission bias towards trait values with positive fitness effects.
Symbolic Inheritance
The final class of inheritance mechanisms listed by Jablonka and Lamb is symbolic inheritance. Horizontal transmission also may be very common under this class, and similarity of parents and offspring thus low. This reduces the change due to selection, and consequently most change is happening due to transmission (Table 1) . Under symbolic inheritance, the trait values that can be acquired are not limited to traits of other individuals currently present in the population ( Figure 1H ). Apart from that, symbolic inheritance is captured in the same way in the Price Equation as horizontal transmission in behavioral inheritance systems (Section 4.5; Table 1 ).
Discussion
We have used one of the possible partitions of the Price Equation to highlight conceptual differences and similarities of a recently proposed categorization of inheritance systems (Jablonka and Lamb 2005) , and their implications for short term evolutionary change. Our analysis suggests that the four inheritance systems (genetic, epigenetic, behavioral and symbolic) do not form logically coherent and distinct clusters with respect to their effect across a single generation. Instead, our discussion of how they will be treated in the Price Equation suggests that they fall into three categories, each with potentially unique consequences for phenotypic change across generations (Table 1) . For discussion purposes, we have named them "vertical transmission" (i.e., when traits are transmitted from parent to offspring), "induction" (when the environment determines change between parent and offspring) and "acquisition" (when traits originate from non-parental individuals or other sources). This conceptual classification complements the more mechanistic classification proposed by Jablonka and Lamb (2005) . Our classification allows comparing short term evolutionary implications of different inheritance modes, and helps us point out links to other frameworks.
Three main points are highlighted by our analysis. First, the direction and strength of selection [Cov(ωi, zi)] remain unchanged under vertical transmission, induction and acquisition. This is in line with one prevalent strategy of evolutionary modeling, optimization under the "phenotypic gambit" (Grafen 1984) , where only phenotypic states are analyzed under the assumption that the inheritance system does not impose a constraint on selection so that the population in the long run responds to selection and the population mean moves towards the individual optimum.
Second, it is clear that through their effects on the response to selection, the inheritance modes differ, sometimes substantially, with respect to the rate of directional evolutionary change. Compared to vertical genetic inheritance with purely additive genetic effects, induction and acquisition tend to weaken the response to selection because they undermine parent-offspring resemblance (Table 1 ). This does not affect direction of selection, just the rate of change, and can be incorporated in the quantitative genetics research framework (see, e.g., Bossdorf et al. 2008; Johannes et al. 2008) .
Third, non-genetic inheritance can produce predictable, even adaptive, phenotypic change that is not due to response to selection in the traditional sense of the breeder's equation. This may occur simultaneously with selection, and therefore reinforce the magnitude of phenotypic change, but is possible even in the absence of fitness differences in the parents or in the absence of genetic variation in the population, through transmission biases towards certain phenotypes.
Different inheritance modes are likely to differ in the conditions under which they facilitate adaptive change. In general, adaptive change is possible if more fit individuals leave more offspring that vertically inherit the adaptive trait, and/or if induction or acquisition are biased towards traits with positive fitness effects (row "E(Δzi) fitness increasing direction" in Table 1 ). In the former case, there is direct selection on the focal trait. In the latter, there is, or is likely to have been, selection on the inheritance mechanism, and directional phenotypic change in a population is possible in the absence of selection on the focal trait. In cases like this, concentrating only on the focal trait z would give a false impression of the role of selection. Inheritance mechanisms have to be seen as dynamic, evolving features of the organism (Badyaev 2008 (Badyaev , 2009 and the impact of different inheritance mechanisms on evolutionary change probably depends on whether the inheritance mechanisms allow adaptive acquisition or induction of traits. Below we discuss how different transmission mechanisms affect rate and direction of adaptive change (summarized in Table 1 ).
Vertical Transmission
The baseline for the discussion is the vertical, Mendelian genetic transmission of the Modern Synthesis. New variants, generated via mutation and recombination, are generally random with respect to their fitness effects, or at least unlikely to lead to adaptive change even if mutations are not completely random in their phenotypic effects. Furthermore, such random effects (row "E(∆zi) random direction" in Table 1 ) are likely to average out in a large population, and not lead to large change in a population mean. Adaptive, directed acquisition of traits is not possible and phenotypic change proceeds through selection that culls unfit variants, with a rate determined by the strength of selection and fidelity of transmission. Phenotypic change may be complicated, depending on the genetic architecture of traits, including dominance and epistatic effects (Heywood 2005 ) and indirect genetic effects, i.e., effects of genes in the social environment on the phenotype of the focal individual (Wolf et al. 1998; Wolf et al. 2000) . Inherited epigenetic variants, when not newly acquired (see above), may behave similarly, but their long term stability in natural environments is an open question (Bossdorf et al. 2008; Richards 2006; Uller 2008) .
Induction
A distinct type of inheritance emerging from our analysis occurs when the environment of the parent affects the phenotype of the offspring. This can be either via induced random changes such as induced mutation in genes underlying trait z, transmitted changes in gene expression (epigenetic inheritance), or via environmentally induced transfer of a substance other than DNA from parents to offspring. In evolutionary ecology, the latter ones are referred to as parental or maternal effects (Mousseau and Fox 1998; Uller 2008) .
These three types are all characterized by decreased heritability in the strict sense (equation 1.4), but they likely vary in what kinds of variants are induced, and in how stable the new variants are. Thus, their implications for adaptive evolution may also differ. First, facultatively induced mutation is unlikely to lead to fast change in population mean, because mutation occurs randomly with respect to direction of phenotypic effects and fitness, and the effects on the population mean are likely to balance out. However, induced mutation in offspring may be beneficial for the parent when the future environment is unpredictable and likely to differ from the parental environment (Badyaev 2005; Meyers and Bull 2002) .
Under induced mutation, where the direction of change in offspring of a single parent is random, the change in mean phenotype may be less affected compared to when each parent induces a similar change in all offspring (West-Eberhard 2003) . The latter is possible under other modes of induction, where a certain phenotype is induced by the parental environment. In these cases, biased transmission may also cause the population to evolve in a predictable direction, whereby the induction mechanisms can also be seen as adaptive, evolved complex traits (Badyaev 2008; Lamb 1995, 2005) . Adaptive evolution of such inheritance systems is likely to be dictated by the level of environmental heterogeneity in relation to generation time that determines the concordance of selection on parents and offspring (Godfray 1995; Mock and Parker 1998; Parker et al. 2002; Uller 2008) .
After the initial induction, inheritance of phenotypes may be stabilized provided the conditions do not change, and therefore essentially become part of a vertical transmission system (Badyaev and Uller 2009; Baldwin 1896; Waddington 1953 Waddington , 1996 ; see Table 1 ). Unfortunately, our understanding of the stability of epigenetic inheritance across generations and environments in natural populations is very limited and research on the ecology of epigenetic effects is needed before we can evaluate its role in adaptive evolution (Bossdorf et al. 2008; Richards 2006) .
Acquisition
The three types of inheritance we have classified as acquisition are different from vertical transmission and induction. First, phenotypic change in a population can be fast since any individual in the population is a potential source for trait acquisition or, in the case of symbolic inheritance, the source is not limited to individuals in current populations. The rate of change can therefore be high over a single generation either due to frequency dependent effects (see above for horizontal genetic transmission), or efficient copying of selectively favored variants. Especially in the cognition based acquisition of traits (cultural selection; CavalliSforza and Feldman 1981) , this allows great flexibility and fast evolutionary change, even if selection [Cov (ωi, zi)] is not necessarily directly involved in the change of the focal trait z. Another key difference to induction of traits is that in induction the external environment determines trait change, whereas under acquisition it is the distribution of traits in the evolving population (or symbolic instructions created by the population) itself that affects the traits of the next generation.
The key difference among the three acquisition mechanisms listed in Table 1 lies in the degree to which they enable directed and flexible acquisition or expression of traits. Acquisition of genetic material from other individuals in the population may be a facultative decision (Beaber et al. 2004) , perhaps a result of adaptive evolution, but this does not allow for the acquisition of particular traits. Horizontal genetic transmission is thus similar to induced mutation producing change in an unpredictable direction, which may be adaptive under changing conditions (Badyaev 2005; Meyers and Bull 2002) . However, for the diverse mechanisms of cultural acquisition of phenotypes, including learning and symbolic inheritance (Jablonka and Lamb 2005) , it is obvious that the cognitively demanding acquisition rules are subject to selection, and may result in copying of adaptive, functional traits from a specific pool of variants available in the group or population. Adaptive learning is likely to lead to a link between the fitness of a trait and the degree to which it is acquired by members of the offspring generation (Henrich and Boyd 1998; Richerson and Boyd 2005; Weber and Depew 2003) , which could result in rapid phenotypic change.
Summary
Our analysis suggests that the classification of inheritance systems into genetic, epigenetic, behavioral and symbolic, introduced by Jablonka and Lamb (2005) , does not fully capture the evolutionarily differences between different means of inheritance. Our analysis identified similarities and differences between systems of inheritance that were not captured by previous classifications (summarized in Table 1 ), and introduces the Price Equation as a tool for the development and interpretation of more specific models of non-genetic inheritance. The mechanisms of inheritance do not affect the direction of selection, but they may nevertheless change how the population evolves in response to, or in the absence of, selection. Perhaps most importantly, the Price Equation clarifies that each mechanism of inheritance can be modified in several ways that are conceptually similar (Table 1 ), but differ in the extent to which they can produce rapid and directed phenotypic change. This should help to clarify under what circumstances different systems of inheritance actually impact on the classic Modern Synthesis formulation of the causes of evolutionary change. However, complementary approaches will be required to outline the long-term evolutionary consequences of different systems of inheritance (e.g., with respect to evolvability), and to assess the importance of complex interactions and feedbacks loops between within-generation change and selection that may occur when several mechanisms of inheritance are at work simultaneously (e.g., Feldman and Laland 1996; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Richerson and Boyd 2005) . Furthermore, although our approach does not directly address the origin, maintenance, and modification of inheritance systems, we argue that they are best seen as evolutionary stages in the construction and transfer of developmental resources across generations, the adaptive value of which will be set by the extent to which they enable the retention and reconstruction of reliable organismal-environment configurations (Badyaev and Uller 2009; Newman and Müller 2000; Newman and Müller 2006; Oyama 2000; Oyama et al. 2001) .
